
  ANCHOR BAR
  Making a pilgrimage to the birthplace of 

the chicken wing? This spot changed the 
course of American food history in 1964, 
when owner Teressa Bellissimo took the 
chicken wings originally intended for 
a soup, fried them, tossed them in hot 
sauce and served them to her son’s  
hungry friends. The Anchor Bar is a 
mecca for wing lovers.   »   anchorbar.com

  BAR-BILL TAVERN
  The staff at this East Aurora institution 

methodically hand-paint each wing with 
housemade sauces using a paint brush, 
and every order of wings comes with 
exactly five drums and five flats.  
A poster of Johnny Cash near the back of 
the tavern reminds patrons of another 
important fact: Bar-Bill is cash only.  
barbill.com

  THE BLACKTHORN
  The Blackthorn has a menu filled 

with Irish fare, comfort foods and 
the “South Buffalo Wing,” a deli-
cious interpretation of a standard 
wing with some extra spices and 
flavor served with housemade blue 
cheese. But the best-kept secret 
of the Blackthorn lies upstairs, in 
the backroom home of the storied 
Blackthorn Club, which has been 
around for over 100 years.  
blackthornrestaurant.com

  COLE’S
  Cole’s honors its rich past (84 years in 

business and counting) while also keeping  
up on current trends. The bar has nearly 
three dozen microbrews on tap and the 
menu has new wing flavors. And Cole’s is 
one of the only spots on the trail where 
you can pair five wings with a beef on 
weck sandwich, an only-in-Buffalo combo. 
colesonelmwood.com

  DOC SULLIVAN’S
  Lots of natural light, a central wooden 

bar and photos of historic Buffalo on the 
walls make Doc Sullivan’s a comfortable 
neighborhood pub to stop in, and their 
“Smitty wing” rules the roost. This wing 
mixes a half-dozen spices into a traditional  
hot sauce, a secret recipe that has been 
passed down for the last 40 years. 

Another recent addition to Doc Sullivan’s 
menu is the beef on weck wing, a fusion 
of two of Buffalo’s most popular foods. 
facebook.com/DocSullivans

 In the decades since the Anchor Bar invented  

the Buffalo wing in 1964, Buffalo’s corner 

taverns have perfected variations on the 

wing, each with its own secret recipe.

 But Buffalo-style goes beyond the unique 

sauces and preparation techniques.  

The history, character and atmosphere  

found in each of the 12 pubs along the  

new Buffalo Wing Trail  

are as unique and flavorful as the wings. 

Here’s an eater’s guide to the delicious  

dozen on America’s tastiest drive. 

INTRODUCING The new Buffalo Wing Trail features a dozen of the best wing joints in the world.
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  DUFF’S
  Open since 1946, Duff’s has grown to 

include several area locations, but the 
original Sheridan Drive restaurant 
remains the star. Duff’s fries their wings 
once to seal in the juice, then again to 
make them crispy. It results in a wing high 
on the crispy, saucy and juicy spectrum.  
Remember to heed the warning signs 
posted all over Duff’s:  “MEDIUM is HOT. 
MEDIUM HOT is VERY HOT. HOT is VERY, 
VERY HOT.”   »   duffswings.com

  ELMO’S
  This no-frills bar has been honing its 

wing game for years by developing a 
from-scratch Cajun sauce that was 
unprecedented in Buffalo and heavily 

incorporating grilling into its process. 
Now, most wing orders are grilled,  
and nearly half are “double-dipped:” 
fried, tossed in sauce, grilled, doused in 
a different sauce, and served. The result 
is a wing bursting with a combination of 
flavors unlike anywhere else on the trail.   
elmosonline.com

  GABRIEL’S GATE
  This staple of Buffalo’s Allentown neigh-

borhood for the last half-century has 
kept its wings consistent throughout the 
years – a touch crispy, with a splash of 
Frank’s Red Hot. Gabriel’s Gate is the 
standard for a classic wing done right. 
Gabe’s is the kind of pub you could only 
find in Allentown – one of Buffalo’s oldest 
neighborhoods and the city’s creative 
quarter.   »   (716) 886-0602 BUFFALOWINGTRAIL.COM

   GENE MCCARTHY’S
  In the shadow of Buffalo’s towering grain 

silos sits Gene McCarthy’s pub, an icon 
of the city’s Old First Ward since 1964. 
Gene’s delivers a delicious twist on the 
Buffalo wing by taking its partnership 
with blue cheese to a whole new level.  
The McCarthy’s-style wing features a 
sauce that combines blue cheese with hot 
and BBQ flavors. It’s topped with crumbly 
blue cheese and served with a side of blue 
cheese.   »   genemccarthys.com

  glen park tavern
  This old stagecoach shop has been an  

institution in the village of Williamsville 
since 1887. The tavern prides itself on 
featuring jumbo wings that are some of 
the largest on the trail, and an especially 
creamy blue cheese dressing made from 
scratch. Locals swear by the Glen Park’s 
Sicilian wing, which is covered in Parmesan 
cheese, garlic, basil and oregano. 
glenparktavernbuffalo.com

  lenox grill
  The Lenox Grill is set within Buffalo’s  

oldest continuously operating hotel.  
The pub boasts an eye-popping beer  
list of over 550 bottled varieties and a 
kitchen open later than anywhere else 
on the trail (3 a.m. on weekends, with a 
4 a.m. bar closing time). Its wing specials 
range from Korean BBQ & BBQ honey  
sriracha to peanut butter-and-jelly. 
lenoxgrill.com

  mammoser’S
  Some 12 years after the Buffalo-style 

wing’s inception, Phyllis Mammoser 
decided to try her own variation in 
Hamburg. Her sauce, which lists four 
different varieties of pepper in its top 10 
ingredients, provides a slow burn and an 
extra kick of spiciness. Mammoser’s  
uses no butter or margarine in its 

wing-making process, resulting in a  
crispier wing that’s incredibly flavorful  
and juicy on the inside.   »   (716) 648-1390
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